











*All prices include taxes and fees. Additional charges may apply at certain locations. All Sixt+ applications require Sixt review for approval before commencement of a Sixt+ Subscription. One month is equivalent to a period of 30 days; plus a one-off, one-time, enrollment fee of 0.00 GBP - 249.00 GBP - 499 GBP; insurance coverage will depend on the package selected, with an excess liability maximum of 1950 GBP.  Your rental includes a specific amount of mileage depending on your election in your application. Costs for fuel are not included. Geographical restrictions apply. You can elect to add optional products by paying an additional amount in the application process, or add them during your subscription, per the Sixt+ terms and conditions. An exchange of the vehicle for another vehicle model is possible on request, subject to availability. The fee is £49 per customer-initiated exchange process and applies regardless of whether it is a vehicle model from the same or a higher / lower vehicle category. A minimum duration of 30 days applies. Upon expiration of the minimum duration, the contract is automatically extended a month at a time, up to a maximum of 3 months (90 days). You are entitled to terminate the contract at any time by returning the vehicle to your selected Sixt branch in your application. The act of returning the vehicle to said branch is considered termination of the existing subscription with effect from the end of the 30 day-billing period during which time the vehicle was returned. Please note that the image and the vehicle specifications shown are merely illustrative of the category in question (subject to errors). It is only possible to make a reservation for a category, not for a specific vehicle. The information provided is based on the smallest model available in the category. The rental information, Sixt+ Terms and Conditions and the rental agreement terms of Sixt Rent a Car Ltd, apply. 

Sixt rent a Car Ltd is authorised and regulated by the financial Conduct Authority (FCA) Our firm reference number:  940373. You can check this on the Financial Services Register by visiting the FCA’s website www.fca.org.uk or by contacting the FCA on 0300 500 8082.
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